A Reliable Health Check for your AXF

By precise treatment planning and precise examination, your process will get a sense of security with a health expert you can trust.

**In line AXF Verification**

A typically flowmeter, verification or calibration has to be performed by the supplier or a third party with flow facility. This results in downtime, increased costs and lost revenue. The AXF Verification Tool does not require the unit to be removed from the line. It is designed to help reduce your operating costs and down time.

**Standard and Enhanced Verifications available**

The AXF Verification Tool is simple versatile software package that checks the operating condition of an AXF. Simply Connect the AXF to FieldMate via the HART modem. Then launch the software. The Software will automatically check the magnetic circuit, excitation circuit and calculation circuit (Standard Verification). If a more detailed check is required, you can add additional verification data with a few simple steps (Enhanced Verification).

**Provide a hard copy report of the results and store the information in a data base**

The verification result is stored in the device maintenance information in a sorted database. The verification result can be displayed on a one page report and printed out easily.
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The clear path to operational excellence
Without having to dismantle the AXF magnetic flowmeter from process line, its healthiness can be verified and this tool provides a certificate in accordance with YOKOGAWA standard. It is essentially an indication of AXF healthiness to support daily maintenance. It differs from actual-flow calibration at the manufacturing plant.